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Introduction

Swedish and Dutch are closely related languages with apparent similarities
phonologically as well as phonetically. In consequence it is possible for those
who have Swedish as their native language to understand Dutch to a high
degree. People without any previous knowledge of Dutch may understand about
60-per ceniof the words in newspaper texts, while spoken words in a textual
context are somewhat more difficult (Hedquist, 1985). If only Dutch words
related to Swedish are considered and if these words are presented in isolation,
the figures for correctly understood written and spoken words are about 60 and
35 per cent respectively.

This paper focuses on somc of the difficulties with spoken Dutch leading to
misunderstanding by Swedish listeners. Only isolated words and words related
to Swedish are accounted for. The data to be presented refer to 12 subjects
lacking previous experience with Dutch. The subjects translated the words and
noted thèir pronounciation by representing their component sounds with letters.

The specific difficulties to be discussed are: 
'

- lxl, the unvoiced velar or uvula¡ fricative which corresponds to l9l, lkl or Ä/ in
Swedish. Compare Du. "goed", /xut/ and Sw. "god", /gu:d/; Du. "schat", /sxal
and Sw. "skatt", /skal; Du. "macht", lmaxtJ and Sw. "makt", /makl; Du.
"kracht", ll<raxtt and Sw. ukraft", lk¡aftl.

- Consonant clusters with /r/ or lll and afollowing consonant into which there is
often a vowel, described as /a/, inserted between the consonants' Compare Du.
"film", Æilam/ and Sw. "film", film/.

Some erroneous hanslations of words with /x/, /sx/, and clusters wi¡h lrl and lll
are listed below:

Dutch Swedish Translation

lxl

lsx/

cons
clust

god
elegant
weg

schip
schat
schouwen

merk
volk
film
um

goed
elegant
väg, väck

skepp
skatt
skåda

märk, märke
folk
film
urna

elefant

tripp,skräp
skratt
skruva

måirklig

rot

vers

följa
fylla
öron,
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Regarding,- lxl and /sx/ the üanslarions contain an lrl in the position
corresponding to lxl, the only exception being the word "elegant". Æso, the
words with lrl- md l/-clusters are fianslated into t'wo-syllable words. To find
out why such franslations occur the following questions nèed to be answered:

- How are the sounds perceived? And, more generally:

- what is the relation between the üanslation and the perception of the sounds in
a word?

The perception of /x/, /sx/, and clusters with lrl anil fil
The perception of lxl and /sx/ in different positions is shown in Table I.

IeUJq l. tle pe,rceptign of lxlin initial, medial, and final position and /sx/ in
initial pottion.for different groups of words as represented with letters by the
subjects. Distribution of answers in per cent. N = ttre number of wordj in a
specific category (the number of words in the group x 12 subjects).

sch ch h schr chr hr sr r rch *

/x/ ir.i.t
N=144

/x/ med

N=60

/x/ f.in
N=96

/sx/ j-nj_t

N=1 44

* miscellaneous 1ow-f requency ansv¿ers

Transforming the letters into sounds the high frequency of /rl- or fncanve + hl-
representations appear from the table. The figures also point to a sfrong tendency
by the listeners to adhere to the principle of sonority (see e.g. Sigurd, 1965) in
tïose cases where /x/ is represented as a combination of lrl and a fricative: /r/
occurs after the fricative in initial position, b_elo¡e or¡flçr in medial position,
and before in final position. Further, the tendency to perceive an /r/ is extra
strong in the case of /sx/.
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These representations thus explain why there are üanslations with /r/ in words
wittr Dutch /x/. Table tr (below) likewise explains rhe occurrence of two-syllable
answers for words wittr /r/- and Ä/-clusters.

Tabldl. The number of perceived vowels a¡rd their quality in clusters with /r/
and /l/ as represented with letters by the subjects.

*
u e u a

nerf
verf
merk

urn
hoorn
eekhoorn

film
kalm
elk
nelk

golf
volk
I^tof k

* includes 3

There is a general tendency to perceive a vowel between the consonants in the
cluster, though this tendency is sûonger in some cases and weaker in others. The
quality of the vowel seems moreover to be contextually determined with /r/ and
Â/ as well as the preceding vowel as conditioning factors. Thus the listeners
perceive several different vowel qualities rather than one single schwa-like
vowel.

It is reasonable to assume that the different perceived qualities reflect different
formant pattelns due to coarticulation with the surrounding sounds. Similar
coarticulation effects on the formants of reduced (unstressed) vowels have been
described by Nord (1986) for Swedish.
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The relation between the perception of the sounds in a word and its
translation

Apparently, knowledge of how the sounds of Dutch are perceived may be used
to-explain how the words are fanslated. However, this is not always-the case.
Often there is a clear discrepancy between a subject's representation of the
sounds in a word and the translation. Thus, not everyõne giving an /r/-
representation for Dutch /d gives a fianslation with an "r'i in it. -And 

likewise,
tlrc hanslation "el€fant" for Dutch "elegant" does not reflect the perception of /x/
in this word. None reports hearing an lfl for lx/, ^[he listener apparently is very
flexible as regards the sound impression, thus indicating a ðõmpler relatioir
between sound and translation.

The observations make it reasonable to assume that normally the analysis of the
sounds in a word is very fragmentary. The listener interpréts the meaning of a
word on the basis of 'percept skeletons' which are deiived from both-input
44y9" qqd knowledge driven cues (see Sajavaara, 1986, p 75; see also Bannert,
1987). The analysis is seldom detailed. It is the whole, tlie 'gestalt', rather than
the parts that determines how a word will be translated. Also, it is reasonable to
assume that disregarding the deails and concenfrating on the whole is a
prerequisite for understanding a related language in which all words deviate to a
greater or lesser degree from those in the native language.
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* This.paper elaborates on some of the results in a more comprehensive study of the
perception of written and spoken Dutch conducted in co-operation with Rolf Hedquist,
Deparnnent of Nordic Languages, University of Umeå, see Strangert & Hedquist (1988). -
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